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MODbadges Nutcase -
Etch

Special Price

$4.95 was

$9.95

Product Images

Short Description

AC Ryan MODbadges� is a great way to add a finishing touch to your system. For both windowed & non-
windowed cases, the MODbadges are high quality self-sticking vinyl that is easily applied. The strong durable
material means no tearing, breaking up problems, no trapped air bubbles while sticking the badges. It also
means that the badge can be removed and reused easily (keep the applicator sheet properly to be used for
removing the badges). A "sueegee" is included to to make applying the badges easier and more perfectly.

https://www.facebook.com/PerformancePCs
https://twitter.com/PerformancePCs
https://www.instagram.com/performancepcs/
https://www.youtube.com/user/PerformancepcsTV
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Description

The crazier the better!

* note : Etch is the standard window-etch that gives the window a sandblasted effect and is not UVactive�

-----
AC Ryan MODbadges� is a great way to add a finishing touch to your system. For both windowed & non-
windowed cases, the MODbadges are high quality self-sticking vinyl that is easily applied. The strong durable
material means no tearing, breaking up problems, no trapped air bubbles while sticking the badges. It also
means that the badge can be removed and reused easily (keep the applicator sheet properly to be used for
removing the badges). A "sueegee" is included to to make applying the badges easier and more perfectly.

And yes, of coures, MODbadges� glow in UV lighting. AC Ryan is hopelessly infected with UV-active� fever. An
electric UVblue. UVgreen and UVorange are also available.

Featuring original artwork by AC Ryan artists, the MODbadges� are an expression of individuals, the
extension of the true modder spirit , an embodiment of coolness or just simply stickers to stick stick stick
here and there -good 'ol stick'em everywhere fun :-)

MODbadges� is perfect for windowed and non-windowed cases, even notebooks too. Not only for
computers, they stick on practically all surfaces - doors, windows, cupboards, cars, scooters...

Additional Information

Brand AC Ryan

SKU ACR-WA6559-ETCH-D

Weight 0.2000

Case Accessory Type Badge

Special Price $4.95


